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a schematic escalation manager in the context menu of the components: escalation is a process of building a series of solutions to meet a requirement using the constraints, capabilities, and elements of your design. by default, when you toggle the component inspection panel on, you’ll see a preview of the component that has most recently changed. you can now select a component using the escalation manager menu. this menu provides four options: escalate, attempt, cancel, and delete. using the escalate option will allow you to scan the view to find a number of possible solutions. delayed updating. on a large networked multi-user environment, users can experience a
significant lag time while the update checks for updates and downloads the file. to reduce the lag time, the file size has been reduced to keep the file size under 2 mb. orcad capture cis defaults. while we allow users to customize the defaults for most of the dialogs, the default behavior for the dialogs used to import external files such as openocd files is now more consistent with the behavior of the edit library dialog. you will also notice that the default behavior for the export library dialog for the design library has changed. while the new default behavior provides the same functionality as the previous behavior, this change is a backwards compatible change. the previous

behavior can be restored by changing the csv file format which is the default. if you are a designer or customer who is not registered for the cadence internet design center (idc) download service, you may obtain access to cad documents and source code directly from the orcad web site. to obtain access, visit the product page for the product you wish to access and click the "exploring orcad" link on the left side of the product page. from this point, you may download cad documents, templates, and source code, or access online training for orcad.
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